T9 Series 4WD – Tier 4B
New T9 Series 4WD tractors give you the comfort you want and more of the power you need.
High-capacity axles, advanced transmission control and ultra-efficient power engines are
housed in a chassis size to match your business needs. If the extreme level of engine and
hydraulic power doesn’t turn your head, the sleek design and the largest cab in the industry
certainly will.
More power and productivity
T9 4WD tractor engines utilize award-winning ECOBlue™ High-Efficiency Selective Catalytic
Reduction (HI-eSCR) technology for Tier 4B compliance. Using cutting-edge and multi-patented
HI-eSCR technology, the Cursor 9L and 13L powerplants breathe clean, fresh air for optimal
combustion and deliver a significant performance advantage. With Engine Power Management
(EPM), up to 62 additional horsepower are available in demanding mobile hydraulic, PTO and
transport applications for optimum productivity. With EPM, the T9.700 with 620 rated engine
horsepower develops up to 682 horsepower!
Absolute driving pleasure
New Holland puts operator comfort and convenience at the heart of T9 tractor design. Easy-touse controls and outstanding all-round visibility are a New Holland hallmark, and an all-new
luxury seat featuring weight-compensated damping and integrated ventilation further enhances
the operating experience. Transmission shifting is slicker than ever, and when combined with
four-point Comfort Ride™ cab suspension, you’ll enjoy the smoothest ride around.
Maximum versatility
New Holland T9 tractors come in two chassis sizes. Four standard-frame (36-inch) T9 models are
row-crop ready and deliver maximum EPM horsepower from 425 up to 550. To enhance versatility,
New Holland has added a new wide-frame T9 model, offering you a wider choice of power with three
44-inch models that deliver maximum EPM horsepower of 605 to 682. These wide-frame tractors are
perfect for broad-acre work, and are available with either wheels or SmartTrax™ II track system.
Three T9 models— the T9.530, T9.600 and T9.645—are available as scraper tractors equipped
expressly for moving tons of earth day after day. Enhanced precision steering completes this
versatile package.
Lower operating costs
A sound investment delivers the best returns. Operating costs for T9 tractors with ECOBlue™ HIeSCR engines maintain the low operating costs you have come to expect of your T9, and maintain
the 10% fuel reduction when compared to previous T9000 Tier 3 models.
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